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A

construction and maintenance/repair projects.
But it is up to us as hiring authorities, supervisors,
and colleagues to make sure that everyone feels
welcome and included in our department regardless
of race, gender, religion, sexual preference, or any
of the other myriad differences that make us each
unique. Please remember that diversity is a fact, but
inclusion is a choice each of us must make every day.
As Winston Churchill once said, “…diversity is the
one true thing we all have in common.”

s most of you know, I arrived here almost
exactly one year ago. Every day since then has been
an adventure, and it’s been great getting to know so
many of you. I look forward to meeting more of you
in the field this summer & fall.
As you may have noticed, we are highlighting
two NHDOT bureaus or work units each month in
OTM; those bureaus are also recognized during that
month’s Major Staff Meeting and on NHDOT social
media. So, it is appropriate that as we conclude
our very busy summer construction months, the
Bureau of Construction and our Office of Federal
Compliance (which is an integral part of every
NHDOT construction contract) are featured in this
issue. Looking back at our two emphasis areas for
July, I also want to highlight the excellent work of
Materials & Research and touch on the importance of
interns to our NHDOT mission.

This edition of OTM concludes with a spotlight
on our Materials & Research bureau. M&R provides
NHDOT with access to the cutting edge of
technology, testing, and innovation in our industry.
They exercise oversight of the Department’s
materials testing/acceptance program, push
innovations in geo-technology and pavement
rehabilitation treatments, administer our research
program, and provide myriad other technical services
to NHDOT. They are a tremendous asset to our
department and we appreciate the contributions
they make every day!

To those of you who work in our Bureau of
Construction, thank you for your incredible work
around our state. You are a 24/7 bureau during
the active construction season, empowered by
your continuing transition to e-construction with
new tools and tech. Behind every new tool and
software suite is the same on-site hard work,
oversight, dedication, and inspection that has always
characterized your bureau. Thanks for what you do
for our department and for all Granite Staters.

Finally, I’d like to touch on the importance of
interns to NHDOT. They are literally our future;
former NHDOT interns populate many of our
bureaus as well as key leadership positions in the
Department. The pandemic limited our ability to
bring in as many interns as we would have liked over
the past few summers, 2023 promises a return to a
full intern class. To that end, administrators should
be reviewing their budgets now and notifying HR/
Training & Recruitment by October as to the number
of interns you will bring on next year. To our 2022
interns…we hope that you enjoyed your time at
NHDOT and we look forward to your return to work
with us full-time after graduation!

Switching gears just bit, earlier in the summer we
celebrated the second National Juneteenth holiday
as well as Pride month. So, it very appropriate that
we also recognize our Office of Federal Compliance
(OFC) in this issue. OFC’s mission is straight-forward:
“To promote fairness, access, opportunity and
inclusion in all NHDOT programs and activities.”
NHDOT and our state are becoming increasingly
diverse, and OFC has the lead in making sure our
department is representative of this change. OFC
and our project managers work hard to ensure
that disadvantaged and minority businesses
have representation and a fair shot at all of our

Andre J. Briere
Deputy Commissioner, NHDOT
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New Hampshire DOT Teammates -

Around the NHDOT

NHDOT Employees enjoying the Fisher Cats game.

Matthew Plantier
(TSMO Bureau and NH
Army National Guard
Member) took his Boss,
DOT’s Brian Bilodeau,
on a flight from Pease
Air National Guard
Base to Fort Drum, NY
as part of an effort to
inform employers what
Guard Members do.
This photos was taken by Kristina Moore Montambeault (M&R) of the
wildflowers on southbound I-89 between Exits 11 & 12.

Jim Craver, NHDOT Workforce Analytics Business Systems Analyst,
is in the front, lower left-hand corner.

Jennifer Fortier has been doing a Friday Fun Day at the D1 office on
the first Friday of each month, with a different theme. June’s theme
was Cowboys and westerns.
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LEADERSHIP PROFILES
B

ureau of Construction Administrator Ted Kitsis came
to work for the NHDOT in June of 1984 after completing
the Civil Engineering program at UNH. Ted, who was
born in Greece and immigrated to the United States
with his family in 1968, recalls always liking architecture
and seeing structures being built. He states that he
was a strong math and science student in High School,
which led him to pursue a career as an Engineer. When
he completed his degree he wanted to stay close
to home and close to family – NHDOT was a natural
choice when he began to look for work.
Ted spent his first 18 years with the Department
working in Highway Design. He recalls that the
mentorship he received from his first two supervisors
at the NHDOT inspires him to this day. According to
Ted, Russ Davis, in Consultant Design and Gil Rogers
in Preliminary Design challenged him to be the best
engineer he could be. “I not only learned how to be a
transportation engineer from them, but also how to
problem solve, make public presentations, and manage
multiple projects at the same time.”
The Bureau of Construction is comprised of a total of
105 positions of which 98 are currently filled. Most of
the positions within BOC are field administration and
inspection positions. The remainder of the positions
are in supervisory positions (DCE’s), construction office
personnel, or in the Construction Services Section.

“I not only learned how to be a
transportation engineer from
them, but also how to problem
solve, make public presentations,
and manage multiple projects at
the same time.”

Personnel from the Construction Bureau collaborate
with private contractors to ensure that every highway
and bridge construction project on the state managed
system reaches a successful completion.
Construction oversight begins with an understanding
of project design coupled with an understanding of
how projects are constructed. Personnel from the
Bureau work with designers to ensure that scope, cost,
quantity, and constructability issues are addressed
before the project moves into the construction phase.
Once field work begins, staff from the Bureau is on site
monitoring activities and helping resolve any issues
that come up during the construction process keeping
the project moving while ensuring safety and contract
compliance.
As Bureau Administrator, Ted’s main responsibilities
include overall oversight of the state construction
program. This includes five district construction areas
and ~88 field contract administrators and inspectors.
Annually, the Bureau of Construction is involved with ~
100 construction contracts for a total value of ~$500M.
Ted said that he enjoys the different projects that
NHDOT is involved with across the state and watching
them progress to completion. “There is nothing
more rewarding than seeing one of our construction
contracts come to a successful completion. We
celebrate our accomplishments yearly at construction
school by featuring the most high-profile projects we
completed the past year.”
(continued on page 21)
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Bureau of Construction Administrator Ted Kitsis

DISTRICT CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERS

D

istrict Construction Engineer (DCE),
Nickie Hunter, began work with NHDOT’s
Bureau of Construction on November 10,
1994. For the first 12 years she spent time
in the field as an inspector and Contract
Administrator (CA) and has been a District
Construction Engineer for the past 15 years.
Notable projects include the construction
of the Hampton Open Road Tolls (ORT)
in just 10 months in 2010 (the first ORT in
the Northeast); the $82 million Memorial
Bridge Design-Build project in 2012; and
completion of the $180 million Spaulding
Turnpike expansion in 2020. Current projects
include NH’s first All-Electronic Tolling
(AET) project on the Spaulding Turnpike in
Dover and Rochester and the Design-Build
I-95 Part-Time Shoulder Use (PTSU) Project
on I-95 in Portsmouth, NH and Kittery,
Maine as well as oversight of 8 other active
construction projects in 2022.

whom we would be lost without.
10:00 AM - Construction Bureau Staff Meeting
After the morning staff meeting and email
check, Nickie went out and visited several of the
Construction Bureau’s field staff and Contract
Administrators

On Monday June 6, 2022, Nickie began
her day in the Concord office attending
the bi-monthly staff meeting and checking
emails before heading out to the field for the
afternoon and evening to check on several of
NHDOT’s southeast construction projects.

John Hall – Resident of Hampton, NH – 36 years
with NHDOT’s Construction Bureau:
Current Project: CA of $1.1 million bridge preservation
of 3 bridges on NH-27 in Candia-Raymond 43221:
2 bridges in Candia over the North Branch River
and Bean Brook; and a 3rd bridge in Raymond
over the Lamprey River. John has been a Contract
Administrator, Assistant CA, and inspector for ALL
types of Construction Projects. Today in Candia
and Raymond, John is using his concrete sounding
expertise to help the contractor determine limits of
bridge deck repair.

Staff Meeting Photo (Construction
Leadership has been together for 15 yrs with
an accumulated 252 years of NHDOT service):
DCE Nickie Hunter (27 yrs with NHDOT),
(shown above) Administrator Ted Kitsis
(38 yrs), DCE Paul Metcalf (38 yrs), Process
Review Engineer Dean Wilson (33 yrs),
Construction Services Section Leader Patrick
Colburn (4 yrs), DCE Jim Bowles (37 yrs), DCE
Tim Chapman (38 yrs) (barely pictured), and
DCE Steve Glines (37 yrs)(camera shy). Great
support staff from Melissa Willis and Lilly
Everett who are extremely camera shy, but
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District Construction Engineer Nickie Hunter

2:30 PM - Nickie Hunter and John Hall on NH-27 Bridges
in Candia
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District Construction Engineer Nickie Hunter
Zach Smith – Resident of Center Barnstead –
3 years of full-time experience (worked with
NHDOT as a summer intern prior to full time
employment):
Current Project: Zach is currently the Assistant CA
on the $9.4 million Portsmouth-York 16189B PartTime-Shoulder-Use (PTSU) project on I-95. Zach is the
project’s Bluebeam expert providing assistance to
the other bureaus (TSMO, Turnpikes, Traffic, Highway
Design, Bridge Design, Bridge Maintenance, etc.)
as well as NHDOT’s counterparts at Maine DOT and
Maine Turnpike Authority. Zach has handled over 100
submittals and RFIs on this fast paced and demanding
Design-Build project.

pavement marking, replacing signage, upgrading
guardrail, and adjusting drainage structures. Jeff is a
licensed NH Professional Engineer and has built up
an extensive resume in the building and preservation
of our roads. Jeff is very responsive to landowner
concerns and keeps his projects on time and on
budget.
Steven Quirion – Resident of Lebanon, Maine
– 21 official years of NHDOT Construction
experience.
Steve started working for NHDOT in January of 1996.
And after a brief break in service to try out work in
the private sector, Steve returned to the NHDOT in
September 2001. Steve has spent over a dozen of his
NHDOT years doing work on NH-101 and enduring
the necessity of nightwork without complaint.
Current Project: Steve is currently the CA of the
$7 million Exeter-Hampton 42848 pavement
preservation project on NH-101. This 7-mile project
includes placement of Bonded Wearing Course,
ramp inlays, guardrail upgrades, drainage structure
adjustments, ADA Curb compliance installation, sign
replacements, and CCTV pole installation.

4:00 PM - Zachary Smith at the Portsmouth-York
16189B Field Office

Jeff Loring – Resident of Portsmouth, NH –
10+ years of NHDOT experience
Current Project: CA of $5 million Statewide Tier
2 Resurfacing 43062 project. The 43062 project
resurfaces four (4) sections of various Tier 2 roads
in six (6) towns throughout District 6, totaling 13.6
miles in length. Miscellaneous work includes striping,

7:30 PM - Steven
Quirion at the
Exeter-Hampton
42848 Field
Office and BWC
inspection on
NH-101

5:30 PM - Nickie Hunter and Jeff Loring along Route 4 in
Durham
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Michael Donnelly – Resident of Pembroke, NH –
5.4 years of NHDOT experience
Current Project: Mike is assisting CA Steven Quirion
on the $7 million Exeter-Hampton 42848 pavement
preservation project on NH-101. Mike recently came
over from Jim Bowles’ area to help provide nighttime
inspection assistance on the project. Mike has been
the CA of several guardrail projects and most notably
the CA of the Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
project on the Route 3 Weirs Bridge.

the NHDOT’s Survey Section and has been an integral
part of the Construction Bureau’s seacoast team for
over 20 years. Kurt is great with the project records,
uses SADES and the contractor’s e-paving slips app.
Kurt’s willingness to work any and all hours needed
to get the job done has been key to the Construction
Bureau’s success in trying to cover all of its day and
night projects. On this particular June 6th night, Kurt
was heading back to the back-roller to mark out the
location for the Quality Control Core to check for
pavement density.

7:30 PM - Michael Donnelly at the Exeter-Hampton 42848
field office and then on NH-101
10:00 PM –
Portsmouth –
I-95 Southbound
Near
Exit 7 –
Kurt Robbins

8:30 PM - Gorman Bonded Wearing Course Crew on
NH-101 in Exeter

Kurt Robbins – Resident of Somersworth, NH –
31 years of NHDOT experience
Current Project: Assistant CA of the $8.9 million
Eastern Turnpike 41822 resurfacing of 3-miles of I-95
in Greenland and Portsmouth abutting the High-Level
Bridge into Maine, including the ramps and the
Portsmouth Traffic Circle. This project also included
resurfacing 3-miles of the Spaulding Turnpike (NH-16)
in Rochester. Kurt came over to Construction from
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After making the big loop of daytime versus nighttime
activities from Concord to Candia to Portsmouth to
Durham to Exeter and back to Portsmouth, Nickie
headed home to Tuftonboro for a good night’s sleep.
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the mountain behind us. Groceries and supplies were
procured in Littleton every Friday night. Doctors and
dentists were in Littleton as well.

M

y story begins 63 years ago, in
1959. I was born into a family that had
worked for the state highway department
since 1922. My great grandfather, Murray
Glines, was the boss at the patrol shed
on Route 3 in Twin Mountain. My initial
understanding of my identity, my
location, and my surroundings began
when I was 4 years old. My family and
I were living in small, camp-like house,
painted a distinct green color, at the
Patrol Shed in Crawford Notch. My
grandparents were living in a large,
two-story, same distinct color green,
house at the same location. I eventually
understood that my grandfather, Archie,
was the boss and my father, Wendel, was
the assistant, hence the assignment of
housing according to employee rank.
The houses were rustic with functional
features. Everything external was painted
that green color except the shingles on
the roof and the glass for the windows.
The floors were linoleum. The walls were
plaster. The heat came from kerosene
fired, hot air stoves. The only TV available
was CBS Channel 3 from Burlington, VT.
The phone service was provided by a
pay phone on the wall. There was always
a coffee can full of change near the
phone. We had indoor plumbing with
the water coming from a spring up on

Another fond memory that I have of the location
is the bright orange trucks that continuously drove
into and out of the yard. In the summer they had
tools or cold patch in the back. In the winter they had
snowplows on the front and had road salt covered
by tarps in the back. The road salt supply was stored
in a large building right next to my little house. On
snowy winter nights the entire yard would come
to life, under the lights, as the orange plow trucks
would return from their assigned routes to get more
fuel for the truck, more food and coffee for the men,
and more salt for the road. The driver would position
the plow truck near the salt shed and pull back the
tarps so the little tractor could deposit salt in the
back. It would take numerous trips in and out of the
salt shed to fill up the truck. After being loaded they
would go back out to keep Route 302, from Twin
Mountain to Bartlett, cleared. Each truck required two
men to be fully functional: a driver in the front and
the salt tender in the back. The tender’s job was to
climb under the tarp, into the dump body, and keep a

mound of salt over the dispensing tubes. It was hard
work, performed in a cold, sparsely lit space, but they
did it again and again all winter long.
In the summer, the patrol shed functioned as a
workplace Monday through Friday from 7:00 AM
to 3:30 PM. During the winter it was often a 24/7
operation. But the patrol shed was much more
than that to my family. It was “home” to my family
from 1963 to 1968. Throughout the years my aunts
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and uncle would bring their families to visit. In the
summer we would have cook-outs on the large front
lawn. The place was adorned with flowers as both my
mother and grandmother enjoyed gardening. The
mountainous scenery was just beautiful, especially
on a clear summer day. My cousins and I would ride
our bikes and play childhood games such as tag or
hide and seek. In the fall and winter the family would
gather for holidays. The adults would sit around a
large oval table and talk about the “old times” while
the kids would laugh and carry on at their own table.
In the intervals between family visits, life at the patrol
shed would assume a more normal rhythm. My
mother was, somehow, able to entertain my younger
sister and I and keep us out of harm’s way during
work hours. During the school year the bus would
pick us up and take us to school in Twin Mountain.
During the summer, my mother, grandmother, sister,
and I would go for long walks around Saco Lake, over
to the Crawford House (now closed), and along the
rail corridor.
I recall those years in Crawford Notch with fond
memories. They were magical times for a young boy!
It was during that time that I developed an interest in
equipment and road work. Once, by chance, a state
highway construction project reconstructed Route
302, directly in front of the patrol shed. I had the good
fortune to watch and observe the work as it happened
right in front of me. Can you imagine, actual Tonka
trucks coming to life right in front of you? This event
locked in my career choice and future work.
During junior high school and high school I
discovered that I was good in math and science.
In 1977, by combining my God-given skills in math
and science, with my affinity for equipment and
highway construction, I was accepted into the Civil
Engineering Program at UNH. During the summers
of 1978, 1979, and 1980, I was hired by the NH
Department of Public Works & Highways as a seasonal
employee for the Construction Bureau. The first year
I was assigned to work for Donald Coleman on the
Route 49 reconstruction project in Waterville Valley.
The second and third years I worked for Don on the
Route 302 reconstruction project in Lisbon.
In December 1981 I completed my studies at UNH
and graduated with a BS in Civil Engineering. Based
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on my favorable experiences working for them during
the summers, I applied for permanent employment
with the NHDPW&H. Unfortunately, the Department
was not hiring at that time. I ended up in Los Angeles
working for the LA County Road Department.
After a few years I returned to NH and applied for a
permanent position with the NHDOT-Construction
Bureau. I was hired immediately as a Civil Engineer
1 and began work on the Franconia Notch Parkway.
I have been with the Construction Bureau since
1985 and currently serve as the District Construction
Engineer for the North Country.
My duties and responsibilities as a District
Construction Engineer include the management and
oversight of all the Construction Bureau projects in
my area. This includes budgets, schedules, staffing,
the resolution of plan errors and omissions, dispute
resolution between the NHDOT and contractors,
abutters, and local officials, monitoring project
documentation and safety, and all other matters
project related. The job is all about evaluating the
current project situation and making good decisions
regarding the path forward. The goal is to get the
highest quality project possible while staying on time
and under budget. It takes many years of experience
and a positive attitude of working together with
others, including contractors, to consistently achieve
this goal. Success at this level is measured based
on an evaluation of many projects over time. It is
reasonable to say that my projects have turned out
well and my career as a District Construction Engineer
with the NHDOT has been a success.

DISTRICT CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERS

reviewed the progress to date,
discussed any current issues with
the bridge work and the status
of the permit required for the
Contractor to access the pier in
the middle of the Suncook River.
Stopped at the Bureau of
Turnpike gas pumps in Hooksett
to fill my car with gas. Received a
phone call from CA Mason Trubey at
the Pulpit Brook bridge replacement
project in Bedford. Discussed the
schedule for paving and opening
the diversion next week.
Proceeded to SB I-93, drove
through the Manchester-Hooksett
bridge rehab project in the Exit 8-7
area, inspected the traffic control
devices and on-going work.
Called CA Conrad Skov to see how
the work on the Stevens Pond
bridge was coming along. Deck
rehabilitation and expansion joint
work was going fine. Contractor is
catching up on their schedule, but
still waiting for the expansion joint
for Wellington Road.

P

aul has worked 38 years at the NHDOT,
22 years in the field on construction
projects before becoming the DCE for
the south-central portion of the state.
In this position his time is split between
being in the office at the JOM building
performing administrative duties, and
visiting projects in the field to review
progress and help solve problems. His
official “Office Day” is Thursday but he is
also there on many Mondays.
Wednesday, June 8, 2022
My day begins at home in Pittsfield,
then I drive to the Allenstown-Pembroke
Bridge Replacement Project on Route
28 around 7 am. After a drive-through
review of the project’s traffic control I
met with the CA Mason Chepulis. We

Proceeded to Route 101 WB
in Bedford to go to Pulpit Brook bridge replacement
project. Traffic was at a standstill for about a mile
before I reached the project. Turned out there was a
truck crane in the road removing a huge dead tree, not
project related, but it did back up traffic through our
project. I called CA Mason Trubey to have him notify
the Construction Office of the non-project related
work causing the long travel delay. People will be
calling to complain. On the project Eversource was
relocating their lines and the contractor was preparing
the diversion to be paved next week. Met with Mason
at his field office to review the diversion plan and
the schedule for next week. There will be paving on
Tuesday after the heavy traffic time. On Thursday
and Friday the contractor will be working during the
commute hours. Ultimately switching traffic to the
diversion on Friday.
Met with CA Brian Wilmot to discuss nightwork
progress on the Milford-Amherst pavement
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rehabilitation project on Route 101. Contractor has
switched to all night work to perform the inlays
and final overlay. Discussed manpower needs and
contractor’s work to be completed.
Drove through the project to review the progress
and traffic control devices. The loops for the signals
at the west end of the project had been hit with the
cold planer and the signals had to be reset to avoid
backups of the Route 101 through phase.
Met with CA Seth Jubinville to discuss schedule
of the Turnpike Drainage Rehabilitation project.
Discussed setting up the Pre-Construction meeting
and when the work would start in Dover. The
contractor has tentatively planned to start 6/27/22.
Discussed how we would need to adjust our
manpower on the Amherst-Milford project. Seth
is working nights on paving now but may need to
switch up if nightwork not completed by 6/27/22.
Returned to Bedford Route 101/Boynton Street
pipelining project to check on grass growth. We
recently had the contractor on this project reseed all
the slopes due to lack of growth.
Proceeded to the 13761D Nashua-MerrimackBedford project on the FE Everett Turnpike. Drove

schedule going forward. Plan to pave the ramp
detours next week and move traffic to Phase 1. The
blasting plan for ledge removal has been resubmitted
by the contractor for approval. Reviewed the required
traffic control issues that come along with blasting
in a tight area. Drove the project with Greg to review
ongoing work and potential issues.
Returned to Concord area I-93 NB.
Project 13761D Nashua-Merrimack-Bedford – This
roadway widening project is part of the overall F.E.
Everett Turnpike Widening Project beginning in
Nashua and proceeding northerly 12 miles to the
I-293 in Bedford. The overall project will widen the
remaining two-lane sections within this 12-mile
stretch to three lanes, while improving drainage with
BMPs and installing ITS equipment to better inform
the traveling public. This project will widen the
1.3-mile northern segment in Bedford beginning just
north of Exit 13 and proceeding north through the
I-293 interchange.
Contract Administrator Greg Tedeschi
Greg Tedeschi has been at the NHDOT for 16+/years. Greg has worked on a variety of projects
including the widening of Route 3/28 through
Hooksett, I-93 Expansion
Projects, and most recently
completed the widening of
Route 101 through Bedford
Village.
Greg’s current project
on the Everett Turnpike in
Bedford comes with two
big challenges: how do we
maintain the flow of traffic
and widen this section of
highway? And how do we
blast the ledge that needs
to be removed without
disturbing traffic and the
abutting businesses?

through the project to review traffic control devices
and contractor activities. Met with CA Greg Tedeschi
at his field office. Discussed ongoing work and the
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Greg has gone with the
Contractor and the Blasting
Subcontractor to meet
with each of the abutting businesses to make them
aware of our blasting protocols. Explaining what they
can anticipate during blasting operations, including
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To facilitate
the widening
of the FEET
in Bedford,
existing sign
and overhead
sign structure
are being
removed.

the daily notifications of blasting times and the type
of traffic pedestrian control they can expect. There
is also the Traffic Control that goes along with the
blasting operation. Rolling roadblocks need to be set
up to keep the area clear of vehicles when blasting.
Communication and timing are the key to a smooth
operation, so the rolling road blocks only impact
traffic for a minimal amount of time. The existing
ledge cuts that we are cutting back are adjacent to
the existing highway and blasted ledge is going to
get on the roadway. The contractor must have loaders
and sweepers available to be ready to clean both
barrels of the turnpike following a blast.
Greg’s typical day will start when he arrives on
the project at 7 am. NHDOT staff on the project will
already have a good idea of what the contractor plans
to be working based on the previous day, but a site
visit with the Contractor’s Superintendent will confirm
the schedule. In this visit daily anticipated tasks will
be discussed as well as weekly goals. This information
will be conveyed to other DOT staff so responsibilities can be delegated. Once the staff is briefed, the
necessary emails will be answered, which may include
providing information to DOT staff in Concord, or
administering submittals provided by the Contractor.
I will visit the site several times a day to inspect work,
review traffic control, as well as answer any questions
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DOT field staff may have. Training of newly hired DOT
staff or trainees in the training program is another
responsibility. These tasks typically include guiding
staff members through the process of inspecting
work to the requirements of documentation of work
for payment and final records. I review all the work
performed by DOT staff daily to ensure accuracy and
completeness. During these daily activities calls from
the Contractor are received and answered.
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T

im has 38 years of experience at the
NHDOT, all of them with the Construction
Bureau. In 2017, he was asked to come
into the Construction office and help
as a regional Engineer, mostly in the
south-central portion of the State. Tim was
also asked to get involved with the paving
projects Statewide as there has been many
paving projects throughout the state
that require someone from Construction
to weigh in on certain topics. Tim filled
a vacancy that was created when DCE
Shaun Flynn retired in April of 2021 in the
west/southwest portion of the State. He
tries to get into the field at least two days
a week.
Wednesday, June 8, 2022
I left my house in Belmont at 6:00 am
and headed to Hillsborough to check
on Project 43059. I knew the Contractor
had left the project last week to work
elsewhere. This project is a resurfacing
project on US202/NH9 in the town of
Hillsborough. The CA on this project is
Chris Spingola and he is helping Chris
Lanza on one of his paving projects.
Currently the contractor is working in
two different towns at the same time. I
checked the sign package and temporary
striping and continued to the patrol shed
on the west end of the project to fuel up.
I headed to Peterborough to meet
with Zachary Paight, the CA on the
Peterborough 15879 project. This
project is a two-phase red list bridge
replacement carrying US202/NH 101
over the Contoocook River in the town
of Peterborough. This morning the
contractor is grinding the bridge seat
on abutment B and the pier. The footing
for abutment A has not been formed at
this time as the drilled shafts supporting
the abutment have just recently been
completed. The temporary sheeting
between the two phases is creating a bit
of an issue with the planned width of the
phase 1 abutment as planned. After talking
with Zach and conferring with Bridge
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Design we will be able to move forward without trying
to change the sheet pile location. Traffic control looked
good, potholes in the phase 1 traffic area have been
patched. I talked to Zach about the timing for the dirt
contractors anticipated return to backfill the abutment
B and wing section. Zach had not heard anything as far
as timing recently but told me he would check with the
prime contractor and get back to me. Zach also is the
CA for the Bennington 29486 project. This is a bridge
replacement project on south Bennington Road. We are
currently waiting for the Utility companies to relocate
their lines onto two temporary poles previously set.
This should be a rather fast project once all the Utility
lines have been moved. I reminded Zach that each
Utility provider needs to complete their work as soon
as possible to keep this project on schedule, and that
if someone is not responding in a timely manner to
contact Design Services for their help.

I continued driving on NH101 west towards Troy. As
I drove on NH101 I was mindful of the work that District
4 Maintenance had done on the road as the pavement
from Dublin through Marlborough had become terribly
distressed at the end of last winter. I believe there will
be a larger paving project in the near future on this
section of NH101.
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I met Chris Lanza in Troy on the Troy-Swanzey/
Brookline-Milford 43063 project. This section of the
project is pavement preservation work being done
on NH Route 12. This section of NH12 was supposed
to get a mile of spot inlay work and then a complete
overlay. When Chris arrived on the project this spring,
he inspected the condition of the road and contacted
Materials & Research as required by contract for
assistance in laying out the inlay. After a full review
it was decided to do a 14-foot-wide inlay in both
directions and forgo the overlay. This work required
the Pavement Design section to complete a Revision
after Proposal. The day I was on site, after milling 1.5
-2 inches of the existing pavement, gravel was being
exposed in limited areas. I will be in contact with
the pavement management section after we have
completed our work and recommend that an overlay
should be done in this area in the very near future. I
discussed the traffic control and the need for some
pavement to cover the gravel that has been exposed
as we are forecast to get rain in the next few days. This
is the Project that Chris Spingola is currently helping
with, he is working on the Brookline-Milford sections
on tip downs and curbing. Before leaving the site, I
received a phone call from Pete Stamnas looking for
Mark Moran’s phone number as he and Bill Cass were
heading to the Hinsdale, NH-Brattleboro, VT 12210-C
project with two new employees. As Mark was not
available that day, I decided to make my way to
Hinsdale and meet with them myself.

depth cast in place and exposed surface in VT, while
the longer portion of the deck, in NH, with be made
up of precast deck panels with an overpour and
membrane and pavement.
This project realigns NH119 and VT119 and
constructs a new eight span bridge across the
Connecticut river, between Hinsdale, NH and
Brattleboro, VT. Some of the work on the NH side that
has been completed include the NH abutment, the
wings have been placed, and the work trussell has
been extended toward pier 4. The coffer dams for
piers 7 and 6 are in place and layout is underway at
pier 5. Open ended 30-inch pipe piles driven to ledge
at pier 7 are complete and have been cleaned to a
depth of 85 feet. These will have an 85-foot steel cage
section installed inside the pile and then concrete will
be placed inside the pile. Pier 6 pipe pile have had
two sections of 40-foot pile welded on two existing
piles to continue driving. As we watched both pipe
pile sections were driven to a point that will allow
the next sections to be welded in place and continue
driving these piles. The time it took to drive both
piles was approximately 20 minutes. Now it will take
4-hours to weld each additional section on these piles
to continue. There is currently extensive work in VT
moving overhead utilities underground and drainage
work to facilitate the bridge abutment construction
and the grade change that is required.
I continued my day heading to NH 9 in
Chesterfield. This is part of the Claremont-Newport/

Contract Administrator Mark Moran
Mark joined the NHDOT in May of 2002. Before
the NHDOT Mark had an extensive military career in
the US Army Special Operations Community. Mark
has worked on several projects over his career with
NHDOT including the Initial Response team for the
October floods of 2005 in the southwest portion
on the State. Mark worked on the clean-up effort
in this area for a few years as the flooding caused
widespread damage to both roads and bridges. Mark
also worked on the Manchester Airport Access Road
project, and that is where I first worked with Mark for
a few years. Mark is excited to work with a Contractor
that he has never worked with, Reed & Reed. There
are some unique items on this project such as 30-inch
pipe piles, the deck will be a combination of full
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There is currently extensive work in VT moving overhead
utilities underground and drainage work to facilitate the
bridge abutment construction and the grade change that is
required.

DISTRICT CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERS

District Construction Engineer Tim Chapman

Chesterfield-Keene 43057 Resurfacing Project. Ron
Guyette is the CA on this project and is finishing the
Walpole, NH-Rockingham, VT Bridge project over
the Connecticut river well as the Charlestown 43565
Emergency repair project on NH 12 in Charlestown.
I checked out the traffic control for the work effort
on NH 9. This afternoon there is a subcontractor
raising basins and another subcontractor working
on guardrail repairs. The traffic control for these
operations appears to be fine. I continued to
Walpole to meet with Ron and discuss this project
as well as the other two. I arrived in Walpole, Ron
had left NH9 project just ahead of me, we talked
about the timing for the upcoming paving on the
Chesterfield-Keene section of NH 9, what would be
needed for traffic control, flaggers, officers’ barrels,
cones, and temporary pavement markings. We then
discussed the Walpole NH-Rockingham VT project,
it appears that the only thing the contractor needs
to install at this time is the down spout drains under
the expansion joint. This has been an issue for quite
some time, it appears that the fabricator of these
parts is having issues, we do know that there are at
least two other fabricators of this type of product,
and I suggested that Ron send an email to the prime
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contractor
advising that
if this is not
resolved and
they keep
dragging their
feet on this we
would start
the Liquidated
Damage clock.
We had given
the contractor
a substantially
complete at
the end of last
year, (stopping
Liquidated
Damages), as
this bridge work
became part of
the detour for
the Emergency
repair project just north of this river crossing. Ron and
I also discussed the Charlestown Emergency repair
project as next Monday is the final Inspection for this
project. We both believe that the work is completed
at this time and there will be no issue.
I left Walpole and headed home. Along NH 9 in
Stoddard, I stopped at a pipe lining project that was
completed last construction season. The grass was
not growing very well a month or so ago when I
stopped so I had contacted the prime contractor and
asked them to reseed the area. The grass does seem
to be coming in better, but I will have to wait a couple
more weeks to let the prime contractor know they
can remove any remaining silt fence and silt logs.
During the day I also take phone calls or return phone
calls following up on projects that I have not visited
on this day. I returned home today at 5:00 pm.

DISTRICT CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERS

Crack sealing
the milled
surface prior
to paving on
the WakefieldOssipee 40361
project.

J

im has worked for the NHDOT-Bureau
of Construction for 37 years. The first
15 years was spent as a field engineer
and since June of 2000 he has been the
District Construction Engineer for the
east/central portion of the state. As the
Construction Bureau’s longest serving
DCE he was involved in the selection
of all the other DCE’s. Most weeks Jim
spends one or two days in the office
at the JOM and three or four days in
the field mentoring newer employees,
problem solving, and checking the
progress of contracts.
Wednesday, June 8, 2022
02:40: I called the Wakefield-Ossipee
43061 project due to concerns about
the quality of the micro-milled surface
and its suitability for receiving the planed
Bonded Wearing Course treatment. Matt
MacDonald has been covering the night
work on this project advised that there
are some areas of concern, and that Jim
and Mike Smith should meet and decide
on what to do.
05:30: Started traveling to the JOM.

07:00: I arrived in Concord for my “office day”. First task
- reviewing copies of Statewide 43060 project plans.
07:58: Took a call from R.M. Piper to discuss the change
in conditions at the Meredith Bridge and the small
hoe-ram versus rivet buster experiment at the Gilford
Route 11 bridge.
Research/look for ways to evaluate the effects of small
hoe rams and jackhammers during partial and full
depth deck repairs.
CA for Meredith-Gilford called to discuss issue with
subcontractor approval.
Discuss with other DCEs and CAs to figure out where
to shift manpower to cover two contracts with day and
night work and one with multiple daytime operations
in multiple locations.
Purge old and create new files in the office for new
contracts.
Review and sign prequal files and take completed files
to Contracts, and the files requiring more signatures to
Public Works.
10:00-11:00: iPD Enhancement meeting. Review, edit,
and advise office staff that the pre-con minutes for
Statewide Crackseal 43526 are ready for distribution.
Process Danbury 16303 Contractor’s Financial Auditor’s
sheet.
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District Construction Engineer Jim Bowles

DISTRICT CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERS

District Construction Engineer Jim Bowles
Answer questions and discuss the
qualification requirements for concrete QC/
QA plan administrators.
Talk to CAs for five District and Federal
resurfacing contracts about estimating
the cost of the extreme fuel and asphalt
escalation.
16:08: Call CA for Concord-AshlandCampton bridge painting contract to advise
of a citizen complaint and to look into a
possible issue with temporary signals in
Ashland.
16:30: Leave JOM and head for Wakefield
to meet with Matt MacDonald and Mike
Smith to evaluate and make decisions about
possible repairs to the micro milled surface
before BWC is applied.
17:40: Arrive in Wakefield and review the
micro-milled surface condition of the 3.5
miles that has been milled by the Contractor.
Make decisions on some repair areas.
18:30: Mike Smith advises that he got hung
up in Campton. He is about 30 minutes away.
19:00: Meet with Mike Smith on the north
end of the Wakefield-Ossipee contract
to discuss my recommendations and
scheduling for the next couple days/nights
for the two contracts.
19:30: Leaves the Wakefield-Ossipee
contract, done for the day.
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W

hen asked what being the Bureau
Administrator for the NHDOT Office of Federal
Compliance entails, Larisa Djuvelek-Ruggiero says “I
oversee a busy office that handles eleven federal civil
rights programs administered by eight employees.
I spend many hours working with my team, writing
procedures and managing the needs of the office. “
Larisa joined the Department in January of 2018 and
has been a huge proponent of fairness, respect, and
equality between people all her life. “My career started
with the United Nations and the mission of protecting
the basic, universal human rights of people after the
civil war in Bosnia, when the country was transitioning
from a socialist regime to a democracy. I moved to the
US in early 2002 and worked on helping refugees and
immigrants by serving as their voice to advocate for
themselves and fight for their rights. Additionally, I was
fortunate to be given an opportunity to work with the
US Army at the National Training Center in California
where I provided instruction on the protection of
human rights to soldiers deploying on peace keeping
missions. After that, it was only natural for me to
continue my career in a field that embraces and protects
the rights of the people it serves. Compliance and civil
rights go hand in hand as their goals are to ensure that
people are treated with fairness and respect.”

“At the time, I could not think
a better way of learning and
satisfying my curiosities, while at
the same time being an integral
part of the NHDOT team that
carried such big responsibilities.”

FEDERAL COMPLIANCE

LEADERSHIP PROFILES

Bureau of Federal Compliance Administrator Larisa Djuvelek-Ruggiero

Larisa enjoys her role and states that she takes pride in
the strong sense of ethical and legal responsibilities that
this position brings. She sees this work as the ethical
heart of the organization that speaks of “doing the
right thing;” not only from the perspective of fairness
and equality, but also its legal responsibilities and
protections from the implications of non-compliance.
Larisa also enjoys the opportunity to work with people
from different bureaus, other agencies, contractors,
and the federal government, which always provide
opportunities to learn something new.
Larisa chose NHDOT primarily because of its civil
rights programs and the belief that fairness, respect,
and the desire to do the right thing are NHDOT’s core
values, which perfectly aligned with hers. Larisa states
that she was curious to see how civil rights programs
are applied in the transportation industry.

“At the time, I could not think a better way of learning
and satisfying my curiosities, while at the same time
being an integral part of the NHDOT team that carried
such big responsibilities.”
Over the past four years, Larisa has been proud of
herself and of everything that she has achieved while
traveling along the roads that led her here. “The various
people I met along the way kept my journey interesting
which I’m thankful for. I’m most proud of the people
that believe in me and who have entrusted me with
such an important role, here at NHDOT, as well as all
those hard-working individuals on my team.”
When not at work, Larisa enjoys traveling, hiking,
watching a good movie or show, reading, and spending
time with her husband, Paul and her dog, Suki.
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The Bureau of Materials and Research
What do you find most challenging about your position?
Keeping up on Industry changes in specifications, and
staying ahead of it.
What made you choose NHDOT?
I was working for a consultant in material testing that
had a contract with the State of NH, and I was looking
for a change from the private sector. In talking to state
employees, I heard the great benefits and quality of life
benefits and knew I had to work here.
Is there someone at NHDOT who inspires you? If yes- who and
why?
I am inspired by many, there is a very high degree of
professionalism in this trade and the people in it. The end
product directly reflects the persons in charge of its quality.
Quality people = Quality product.
Richard Fry, Engineering Tech. IV, 19 years

What are you most proud of professionally?
I have become trusted and respected by others, it shows
in their ease in approaching me with a smile and a nice to
see you attitude.

What do you do at work – what are the tasks within your position?
Laboratory Testing of Concrete and Soils, Bridge related
and Roadway related for Construction Projects. Also, assure
the laboratory equipment and tools meet Specifications for
work done.

What hobbies/interests do you engage in outside of work?

Assure the laboratory maintains it’s Federal Accreditation
through the AASHTO Program.

Motorcycling, Snowmobiling, RVing , tinkering in the
garage.

What made you choose Material Testing as a profession?

What should I know about you but haven’t asked?

After graduating High School I moved to Florida and
worked for a Firm in Material Testing.

I have a little more than one year before I retire and am
very, very thankful for the opportunities afforded me. I have
experienced the paper to computer migration and been an
advocate for computer programming. I’ve been involved
with the building of software modules for the Concrete
and Soil section in Exevision and continue to be part of its
development and use.

What do you most enjoy about your position?
I enjoy being a go to person, helping people get answers
for their testing needs. I have trained many in my position to
be testers like myself.

I am also thankful for the people I have been working
with over the years.
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Personnel Updates - Promotions (April, May and June)
New Hires:

Peter Reid - Warehouse Supervisor, District 3

Kevin Williams - Highway Maintainer II, District 2

Brian J. Mason - District 2, Crew 14

Amanda Rae - Administrative Supervisor, Turnpikes

Benjamin Mailhot- Bridge Maint II, Bridge Maint

David L. Kenneally - District 5, Crew 3

Nicholas Comeau - Highway Maintainer III, District 2

Aaron Shaw - Highway Maintainer II, District 3

Devon R. Normandin- District 3, Crew 24

Robert Doyon - Bridge Maintainer III, Bridge Maint

Zachary Parenteau - Highway Maintainer II, District 4

Matthew W. McLaughlin - Highway Design

Jared Fournier - Highway Maintainer III, District 5

David Gamache - Highway Maintainer II, District 2

Christopher J. Gagnon - District 1, Crew 22

Wayne Bourne - Highway Maintainer III, District 2

Matthew Faidell - Geological Exploration Tech II, M&R

Hunter J. Harris - District 1, Crew 14

John Woodward - Geological Exploration Supt, M&R

Benjamin Demers - Traffic Signal Technician II, Traffic

Uttam Khadka - Construction

Roy Robertson - Highway Maintainer III, District 2

Cody D. Knight - Mechanical Div-Swanzey

Gary MacDonald - Equip Mech Foreman II, Mech Srvcs

Scott V. Nielson - District 3, Crew 25

Ryan Andersen - Engineering Technician IV, Traffic

Nicholas A. Monti - District 6, Crew 13

Charles Hanson - Highway Maintainer III, District 3

Thomas Ballou - District 4 (42)

Jeffrey J. Matthew - District 3, Crew 9

James Merrill - Highway Patrol Foreman, District 6

Scott Carlson - Construction/Engineering Audit (35)

Sr., Roy V. Magnussen - District 3, Crew 1

Michael Therieau - Highway Maintainer III, District 5

Darrell Johnson - Mechanical Services (34)

Thomas S. Martin- Finance And Contracts

Timothy Ellis - Engineering Tech III, M&R

Kevin Magoon - District 6 (27)

Salma Sultana - Traffic Engineering Staff

Jeremy Bebey- Highway Patrol Foreman, District 4

John Johnson - Right-Of-Way (26)

Rianna M. Yuen - Traffic Engineering Staff

David Parker - Highway Maintainer III, District 5

Harvey Levasseur - District 4 (23)

John W. Kenney - District 4, Crew 3

Dale Purdy - District 5 (23)

Travis L. Wentworth - District 1, Crew 7

Shannon Donnelly - Right Of Way Appraiser II, ROW
Matthew Labrake - Business Systems Analyst I, AMPS

Ghislaine H. Majeau - District 5,

Sampson Bodnar - Highway Patrol Foreman, District 4
Silance Steady - Highway Maintainer III, District 1

Marcia Cournoyer - Materials & Research (16)

Jordan M. Peters - Right Of Way
John M. Scully - District 6, Crew 8

Lauren Boynton - Human Resources Assistant II, HR

Kathleen H. Gendron - Mechanical Div-Concord

Justin Frost - Engineering Technician IV, M&R

Charles S. Jenks - District 2, Crew 1

Dillan Schmidt - Environmentalist III, Environment

Marissa M. Barnes - Finance And Contracts

Ethan Conrad - Program Specialist IV, TSMO

Cathy A. Belisle - Turnpikes-Hooksett

Russell McDevitt - Asst Highway Patrol Foreman, D5

Michael P. Doherty - Mechanical Div-Concord

Terry Place - Program Specialist III, Highway Design

Steven J. Fiore - District 1, Crew 15

Daniel Davis - Highway Maintainer III, District 2

Ben J. Piper - Finance And Contracts

Timothy Stewart - Accountant II, Turnpikes

Laurie L. Ridenour-Patterson- Commissioners Office

Matthew Clark - Program Specialist I, District 4

Brian K. Tibbetts - District 1, Crew 25

Brandon Laclair - Highway Maintainer III, District 5

Kimberly F. Warren - Human Resources

Kendra Anthony - Program Spec IV, Highway Design

Wendy L. Albrecht - District 2, Crew 20

Benjamin Blanchette - Prog Spec IV, Comm Office

Stephen K. Auen - Mechanical Div-Concord

Daniel Tobine - Highway Patrol Foreman, District 2

Jesse R. Hatch - District 2, Crew 4

Christine Merrill - Supv Turnpike Operations, Turnpikes

Cody D. Knight - Mechanical Div-Swanzey

Christopher Garland - Asst Hwy Patrol Foreman, D4

Jeffrey L. Mills - Mechanical Div-Concord

Jonathan Vincent - Highway Patrol Foreman, District 5

Shelley Zintel - Right of Way

Dzijeme Ntumi - Civil Engineer IV, Bridge Design
Jason Tremblay - Civil Engineer VI, Bridge Design

Promotions

Patrick Murphy - Highway Maintainer II, District 3

Winifred Whitman - Accountant II, Finance

Ryan Nickerson - Civil Engineer III, Construction

Marnie Cinquantini- Admin Secretary, Mech Services

Trevor Towsley - Highway Maintainer II, District 4

Ellen-Marie Jordan - Admin Secretary, District 2

Benjamin Thomopoulos - Hwy Maintainer II, District 5

James Johnson - Asst Highway Patrol Foreman, Dist 2

Doreen Kellogg - Highway Maintainer II, Traffic

Shannon Skidmore - Highway Patrol Foreman, Dist 5

Mitchell Evans - Highway Maintainer II, District 2
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Retirees:
Jerry Zoller - Bridge Design (47)

Mark Bolduc - Turnpikes (16)
Phyllis Duncan - Bridge Maintenance (15)
Patrick C. Herlihy - Aeronautics (38)

Patrick Herlihy, Director of Aeronautics,
Rail and Transit, receives his retirement
certificate from Commissioner Sheehan.

Service Awards (April, May and June )
5 Years:

15 Years:

30 Years:

Cody J. Hurley - District 2

Benjamin R. Blanchette - Commissioner’s Office

Brian J. Barney - District 1

David W. Dostie - District 5

John J. Brady - District 3

Nathan J. Lewis - Bridge Design

Fatameh Sarreshtedary - Turnpikes

Treffley E. Sage - Turnpikes

Todd C. Nason - District 3

Kendra G. Anthony - Highway Design

John A. Clark - District 6

James L. Lamora - Mechanical Services

Jeffrey A. Soares - District 5

Nancy L. Spaulding - District 3

John H. Rice III - Mechanical Services

Gregory D. Mason - District 3

Michael T. Strozewski - Construction

Jason R. Leavitt - Aeronautics

Tyler J. Cushman - Traffic

Gregory T. Tedeschi - Construction

David A. Parker - District 5

Matt R. Urban - Environment

35 Years:

Robert F. Holmes - District 4

Julius J. Nemeth Jr - Highway Design

Keith J. Kelley - District 5
William E. Rand - District 5

Robert L. Gonyea - District 2
Samantha L. Fauteux - Turnpikes

20 Years:

Paul T. Regis - District 1

Philip N. Audet - Mechanical Services

Jeffrey S. Farwell - Bridge Maintenance

Joseph J. Deluca - Turnpikes
Timothy W. Stewart - Turnpikes

10 Years:

Richard D. Fry - Materials & Research

Meaghan E. Keach - Traffic

Samantha D. Fifield - District 3

Kevin R. Worster - District 5

Bobby D. Johnson - Bridge Maintenance

Michael D. Ostertag - District 4

Eric G. Smith - Construction/Engineering Audit

Jason L. Haines - District 3

Kirk O. Mudgett - Highway Design

Roger A. Caron - Traffic
Jay D. Ehmann - District 3

25 Years:

Mario Y. Giroux - Construction/Engineering Audit

Aaron C. Janssen - Bridge Design

Laura J. Davies - Right-Of-Way

Charles W. Dylyn Jr - District 5

William A. Miller - District 5

Timothy D. Hubley - District 3

Jacob A. Noel - District 1

Andrew M. O’Sullivan - Environment

Walter D. Moody - District 2

Ivan J. Downs - District 1

Kerry W. Locke - District 6

Richard L. Wentworth - Turnpikes
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Sandt Michener came across this in New Hampton. Tire
blew out and was smoking, lots of fire extinguishers
emptied. Moments earlier it was engulfed in a huge
cloud. Called 911 and stayed on scene until police and
fire arrived. No Kaboom.

I just wanted to say thank you to NHDOT today.
This morning we were driving south on I-93 and had to
pull over to the side of the highway because our 1 year
old got sick all over herself and her car seat. A NHDOT
truck pulled over to make sure we were ok and offered
help. We really appreciate that they took the time to
make sure we were fine and safe.
Thank you for doing your best to make sure that the
highways and people on them are safe!
Rhiannon Scott

Construction Leadership continued from page 2
Ted also enjoys collaborating with field staff and District
Construction Engineers to solve problems and keep our
contracts on time and under budget.

Bridges across the Piscataqua River in Portsmouth to Kittery,
Maine.
Ted added that the work/life balance at NHDOT has
afforded him to have interests outside of work that are
totally different than his full-time job. Ted has been a soccer
referee since 1985 and he and his wife, Pam, have hiked all
48 – 4,000 footers in NH. “We completed the last mountain
(Mount Isolation) in 2019. We spent the night at the Lake in
the Cloud hut and climbed up Mount Washington the next
day. Ironically, Mount Washington was the first 4,000-footer
that we climbed when Pam turned 50 years old (that was
her birthday wish).”

Over the course of his 38-year career with NHDOT, Ted
has been proud to have been part of some of the largest
transportation projects in the history of NHDOT. Ted was the
project manager for the completion of the NH Route 101
expansion from Epping to Hampton and the Department’s
first Urban Diamond interchange at I-93, Exit 13 in Concord.
As Administrator of the Bureau of Construction, Ted has
contributed to the widening of the Spaulding Turnpike in
Rochester, Dover, and Newington, the construction of the
Boston-Manchester Airport Access Road in Bedford and
Londonderry, and the reconstruction and widening of I-93
from Salem to Manchester. Ted is also proud to have been
part of the replacement of the Memorial and Sarah Long

Ted is most proud of his family. He is a proud grandfather
of two, soon to be three grandchildren.
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NHDOT is Busy Recruiting
• O
 n Saturday, March 19th, the following staff members
joined the NHARNG recruitment effort at PreCourt Park in
Manchester: Andy Hall, Mike Domingue, Nick King, Vincent
Hurd and Mike Brown.
• L oretta Girard Doughty, Administrator for the Bureau
of Bridge Design, participated in the University of
Massachusetts- Lowell ASCE Women in Engineering
panel in April.
• D
 istrict Construction Engineer Nickie Hunter was a panelist
at Worcester Polytechnic Institute on Friday, April 29th.
Nickie has over 27 years of service with the State of NH. She
is enthusiastic when recruiting for NHDOT and trying to find
students to fill some of our engineering positions.

District 1
Admin Secretary,
Jennifer Fortier
and Maintenance
Supervisor, Jason
Aldrich at White
Mountain Regional
High School on
May 5, 2022

Krista
Robichaud
and Nicholas
King, TSMO,
Chief of Police
Trade Show,
Thursday,
June 2, 2022

Please Help Build our team. According to reports from NH
First, the source of approximately 40% of our applicants
is current State of NH Employees. NHDOT employees are
valuable assets in recruitment because they can share
industry specific knowledge with inquiring job seekers.

• S aturday, June 4, 2022: New Hampton Safety Day,(Shed 324)
Several of our staff volunteered their time for the event held
at the New Hampton Fire Department!
• N
 HDOT Recruiter, Krista Robichaud, and Highway
Maintenance Recruiter, Roger Lamontagne, have been
attending New Hampshire Employment Security virtual job
fairs 5x/mo.
• A
 dvertisements for Pavement Marking Crews and Highway
Maintainers were published in the Hippo Press.
• O
 ur new hires have also heard about us through Roadside
Help Wanted Signs, Career Fairs, Friends, Relatives, and on
social media sites.

Krista Robichaud and Andrew Huckins, Richard Hutchinson,
Steve Lewis with orange trucks and loader

In reviewing NHDOT’s Workforce Analytics, bear
in mind that it is not just the activity that counts,
but the impact of the workforce activities on
the department’s organizational outcomes. All
are encouraged to visit the page and to use
the information to guide the development
of enhanced workforce strategy resulting in
improved organizational performance.
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Committed to
Excellence, Safety,
Innovation, and

NHDOT at the Lancaster Fair
Employees from District 1 set up and staffed a “touch a truck” display at the recent
Lancaster Fair. Stephany St Peter, Russell Smith, Jennifer Fortier, Dillon Lowe, Robert
Glover, Andre Brasseur, Eric Crane, Doug Blunden, Jason Aldrich and Dustin Arsenault
educated and entertained dozens throughout the weekend. Great Work NHDOT!!

the Future...

Governor:
Chris Sununu

The kids loved climbing on
the trucks and the parents
learned how hard it is for the
plow drivers to see anyone
directly behind them. Also
note how close the plow
blade comes to the mailbox.
Pictured Below, L-R,
Construction Foreman
Russell Smith, Maintenance
Supervisor Jason Aldrich, and
Construction Foreman Andre
Brasseur.
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